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Terry,
We’ve surveyed many Christmas wish lists, and yes, we checked them twice. Brent
Bozell’s new book “Stops Along the Way” is right at the top, just edging out
Playstation 5, Apple Watch, Peloton Bike, and Peace on Earth. Uh, maybe we
should check those lists thrice! Ho! Ho! Ho!
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While you’re roasting chestnuts on an open fire, “Stops Along the Way” makes a
perfect and cozy companion. And the book is filled with magical read-aloud
stories everyone can enjoy!
Give yourself, your friends, and your loved ones the gift that will truly make
Christmas the most wonderful time of the year!
Pre-order your copy of Brent Bozell’s “Stops Along the Way,” available at online
booksellers everywhere! Release date: December 7, 2021. Proceeds benefit the
MRC.
P.S. Reviews are in!
This isn’t a book--it’s a raucous adventure, written in an effortless style that
masterfully paints a picture of a life lived to its absolute, no-holds-barred, everyminute-like-it’s-your-last, fullest.
- Craig Shirley - Best-Selling Author
So Brent, the creator, and soul of the watchdog Media Research Council has chosen
some of the juiciest fruit he has collected from his many years right in the middle of
the political garden--but added lots of enjoyable seasoning from his personal true
adventures in many other facets of his life. I promise you'll not want to put it down
and return to the sad, troubling, and harsh realities around us--Take a Bozell Break.
You'll thank me for it.
- Pat Boone - Singer and Conservative Commentator
Brent takes storytelling to a level I haven’t seen in years. Tales of adventure that
take you from Virginia to Spain to Europe to Nicaragua to DC back to Virginia to
being on a plane that may be getting hijacked! A thoroughly entertaining read!
- Hon. Jim DeMint - Chairman, Conservative Partnership Institute
— The MRC
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Help Us Combat the
Media's Leftist Agenda:
That's why the MRC exists. And that's why we need your support!
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